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Abstract
Approximately 34% of US adults are obese with a body mass index (BMI) greater than or equal to 30 kg/m2.
This cohort is highly variable in body shape and in the amount of change in body shape with posture change.
Three-dimensional surface scans provide a means of quantifying these differences. This study examined the
change in surface shape of adults with high BMI between supine and standing postures. Supine postures are of
particular interest because of the ready availability of medical imaging scans obtained in supine postures.
Understanding shape change between supine and standing postures would enable the use of supine data for some
standing applications.
Data were gathered from 12 adults (6 female and 6 male), ranging in BMI from 30 kg/m2 to over 40 kg/m2.
Surface geometry in a standing posture was recorded in a whole-body scanner. A table with transparent support
surfaces enabled supine whole-body body shape to be captured with a hand-held scanner. A grid pattern of
landmarks on the participant’s torso was extracted from the scans to track surface deformation differences
between the two postures. A least-squares alignment algorithm was employed to minimize the difference
between standing and supine scan data.
The new methods provide high-resolution data on posture and surface geometry of individuals with a wide range
of body shapes in both standing and supine postures. The ability to quantify the posture effects on body shape
will enable geometries of adipose tissues extracted from medical images that are acquired in supine positions, to
be applied to the external body shape. Data on body shape from a larger sample will be useful for improving
product design and safety and provide more realistic computational surrogates.
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1. Introduction
Approximately 72 million adults in the U.S., 34%
of the population, have a body mass index (BMI)
greater than or equal to 30 kg/m2 (Flegal et al.
2010), which the U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention defines as the threshold for obesity.
Additionally, the morbidly obese population, with a
BMI greater than 40 kg/m2, has increased from
3.9% to 6.6% of the US population from 2000-2010
(Sturm and Hattori, 2012).
The increasing prevalence of individuals with high
BMI has created challenges in many areas of
product design and ergonomics. Among other
issues, high BMI is associated with increased risk
of certain kinds of injuries in automobile crashes
(Rupp et al. 2013). Most current injury assessment
tools, such as the crash test dummies and
computational human models, are constrained to
standing or seated postures, are produced in only a
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few body sizes (large male, mid-size male, and
small female), and do not represent variations in
skeleton geometry or external body shape beyond
these three sizes. Recently, new methods have been
developed to morph computational human models
used in crash simulations to a wide range of body
sizes (Hwang et al. 2016; Zhu et al. 2010;
Turkovich et al. 2013).
These promising morphing techniques are based on
statistical models of external body shape and
skeletal geometry that describe variations within the
population as functions of human parameters (e.g.,
age, gender, stature, BMI). Statistical parametric
geometry models of the adult ribcage, pelvis,
femur, tibia, and external body shape have been
constructed based on whole-body laser scans and
computed tomography (CT) scans from hundreds of
subjects (Park et al., 2014, Shi et al., 2014, Klein et
al., 2015). Mesh morphing methods can then be
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applied to rapidly morph a baseline finite-element
human model into other geometries using a
landmark-based technique based on radial basis
functions (RBF), while maintaining high geometric
accuracy and good mesh quality (Hu et al., 2012).
Currently, statistical models of internal organs and
skeletal structures are based largely on analysis of
CT data that are gathered from supine patients.
However, the relationship between external body
shape in supine postures and the shape in more
functionally relevant postures for digital human
modeling, such as standing and seated, is largely
unknown.
Characterizing body shape for design purposes is
made more difficult by the limitations of the
conventional set of measures available to estimate
adiposity and fat distribution in large samples of
obese adults. This cohort is highly variable in body
structures, adiposity, and body fat distribution.
Expanding datasets to include body shape data for
obese individuals with a BMI of > 40 kg/m2 would
improve the fidelity of the external body shape
models for this at-risk population.

Table 1: Standard Anthropometry: Selected Dimensions

S01
S02
S03
S04
S05
S06

Weight
(kg)
82.2
72.1
96.2
93.4
135.2
147.6

Stature
(mm)
1621
1489
1653
1567
1750
1633

Age
(years)
28
60
68
24
44.1
50

Obesity
Classification
I
I
II
II
III
III

S07
S08
S09
S10
S11
S12

108
91.3
124.5
118.6
168.9
198

1824
1676
1844
1736
1866
1840

32
28
46
39
47
48

I
I
II
II
III
III

Gender

Subject

Female

Male

A table with transparent support surfaces enables
supine whole-body body shape to be captured with
hand-held 3D surface scanners. One end of the
table articulates to a 30° inclination from horizontal
to support participants who have difficulty
breathing in a fully supine position. Figure 1 shows
anthropometric measures being taken from a
participant in a supine posture on the transparent
table.

This paper presents a first step in understanding the
relationship between supine external body shape
and standing body shape. A total of 12 adults with
a range of sizes were measured. The current
protocol is part of a larger research effort to develop
a three-dimensional database of adult body shapes
in functionally relevant postures for use in the
computational model development.
2. Methods
The study protocol was approved by the University
of Michigan Institutional Review Board (IRB) for
Health Behavior and Health Sciences (IRB
#HUM00102426). Participants were recruited
through online postings and through healthcare
providers at the University of Michigan Adult
Bariatric Surgery program. Each participant was
briefed on the purposes and methods of the study
and written consent was obtained.
Six women and six men were tested in this pilot
study. Participants were stratified based on BMI
classification (Obesity Class I, II, and III). Table 1
lists the standard dimensions for the participants
measured during the development of this protocol.

Figure 1: Participant on the transparent table with
investigator performing manual measurement of maximal
waist breadth.
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Standard anthropometric dimensions, including
stature, body weight, and linear breadths and depths
were gathered from each participant to characterize
the overall body size and shape, following the
procedures in Hotzman et al. (2009). All
measurements were obtained from the participants
in minimal test clothing. Subsets of the
anthropometric measures were obtained at multiple
measurement site(s) to provide data on points of
maximal breadth, depth or girth. The intention of
these maximal measures was to capture body shape
variability, particularly the location and contour of
the panniculus in supine and standing postures.
A FARO Arm coordinate digitizer was used to
record surface landmarks to document skeletal
posture. The landmark set and measurement
methods were derived from those used in previous
studies of automotive posture for both adults and
children (Reed et al. 1999, Reed et al. 2005). This
procedure included data gathered with the
participants sitting in a specially designed
laboratory hardseat that provides access to posterior
landmarks on the spine and pelvis (Reed et al.
2005).
To enhance the accuracy of torso measurement,
body landmarks were marked on the skin using a
pattern of water soluble, non-toxic, square ink
stamp into which was placed a high contrast white
paint dot. Figure 2 shows a grid pattern of
landmarks stamped on the participant’s torso and
extracted from the scans to track surface shape and
deformation differences between the postures.

AS

B0

A1

10th rib
TorsoRt_M
Iliocristale
L5
L6

B2
B3

A2
A3

B4
A4
B5-6

A5-6

Name!
S0#$#S3!
S4!
AS!
A0#$#A3!
A4!
B0!
B2!
B3!
B4!
P1!
P2!
P3!
Torso_M#

Description!
1st#–#4th#Markers#down#the#center#of#the#front#
of#the#torso,#equally#spaced#between#sternum#
center#marker#!
5th##Marker#down#the#center#of#the#front#of#the#
torso,#just##below#the#omphalion!
1st# Marker# at# suprasternale# height# to# the#
right/left# of# the# centerline# (halfway# between#
centerline#and#axilla#rod)!
2nd#$5th##markers#in#the#line#to#the#right/left#of#
the#centerline,#equally#spaced#between#A0#and#
A4!
6th# # Marker# in# the# line# to# the# right/left# of# the#
centerline,#located#at#the#same#height#as#S4!
Marker# located# at# the# mid$point# between#
10Rib_M# and# A0_M# on# the# right/left# side# of#
the#torso!
Marker# located# at# the# mid$point# between#
10Rib_M# and# A2_M# on# the# right/left# side# of#
the#torso!
Marker# located# at# the# mid$point# between#
Torso_M# and# A0_M# on# the# right/left# side# of#
the#torso!
Marker# located# at# the# mid$point# between# Ilio#
_M# and# A4_M# on# the# right/left# side# of# the#
torso!
Marker# on# back# between# T12_M# and# 10thRib#
on#the#right/left#side#of#the#torso!
Marker# on# back# between# L3# and# Torso_M# on#
the#right/left#side#of#the#torso!
Marker#on#back#between#L5#and#Ilio_M#on#the#
right/left#side#of#the#torso!
Marker#midway#between#10Rib#and#Ilio_M#on#
the#right/left#side#of#the#torso#

Lateral margin
of torso

Sternum
Triad

sternum height

Sternum center marker

A0

Table 2: Landmark definitions for the grid pattern located on
participant’s torso.

A0

Axilla Height

S0

S0

B0
A1

S1

S1

10th rib
”
TorsoRt_M

S2

B2

A2

B3
A3

S3

Iliocristale

omphalion

B4

S2
S3

A4
S4

S4
A5-6

S5 -S6

Coronal Plane (Front)

Sagittal Plane

scapula lateral
scapula medial
P1

T12

P2

L3

P3
L5

Coronal Plane (Back)

Figure 2: Participant on the transparent table with
investigator Torso landmarks to track body surface
deformation differences between supine and standing scan
postures.

A Vitronic VITUS XXL full-body laser scanner
and ScanWorX software by Human Solutions was
used to record whole-body 3D surface geometry in
a standing posture. Handheld Artec 3D and Cubify
Sense scanners were used to capture the supine scan
posture on the transparent table. Figure 3 shows
example scan data for both standing and supine
postures.
Surface data obtained from the laser scanners were
initially processed in the ScanWorX software
(Human Solutions, GmbH). Scan data from the
structure of the transparent table and artifacts (for
example, handhold aids) were removed manually.
Hand-scan data were then aligned and merged with
the whole-body scan data where needed using
Geomagic Studio software (Geomagic.com).
Lastly, landmark locations were manually extracted
using a custom script in Meshlab software
(meshlab.org).
The supine data were aligned with the standing data
using a least-squares fit on landmark locations.
Euclidean linear distances between corresponding
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pairs of landmarks were computed to quantify the
relative difference in landmark location between the
two postures.

Standing Scan Posture

3. Results
Table 3 and 4 list the 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles of
unsigned distances between pairs of torso
landmarks in the standing and supine posture scan
data. Landmarks on the centerline and right side of
the torso are shown (values for the left side were
similar to the right side). The average unsigned
distance discrepancy between standing and supine
postures across all the landmarks on the torso is
40.2 (SD=27.6) mm. The median difference
observed between standing and supine landmark
locations was 34.8 mm.
The largest differences in the midsagittal contour of
the torso shape between the standing and supine
posture were observed across the anterior and
posterior surfaces of the torso. Landmarks along
the midsagittal spine were also found to have large
differences due to the effect of the rigid interface at
the support surface during supine postures.
Figure 5 illustrates the differences in torso body
shape during standing and supine by presenting
orthogonal viewpoints for three representative
participants.

Supine Scan Posture

Figure 3: Example scan data for one participant: Standing
(left) and supine (right) postures. Landmark locations
extracted from each scan are shown as red and blue dots.

S08

S05

S12

Figure 5: Illustrates the torso shape for standing (opaque) vs.
supine (transparent) posture for three representative
participants after alignment.

Figure 4: Registration of supine to standing data using a
least-squares fit to landmark locations. The overlaid
transparent body shape represents the supine scan posture
superimposed on the opaque standing scan posture.
Landmarks used in the registration process are shown.
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Table 3: Quantiles of distance discrepancy (mm) for
landmarks that define midsagittal contour of the torso for
standing vs. supine posture.

.

Distance.Discrepancy.

Landmark.

5th.%tile. 50th.%tile. 95th.%tile.

Front#of#the#Torso#(MidSagittal#Centerline,#Anterior)#
FrontS1_Ct#

8.3#

28.1#

74.9#

FrontS2_Ct#

18.5#

25.5#

92.2#

FrontS3_Ct#

17.6#

37.1#

63.3#

FrontS4_Ct#

11.5#

32.0#

77.7#

Omphalion#

17.0#

36.1#

86.8#

Shape deformation was observed at landmarks
located on the pelvis and buttocks.
Large
differences were also quantified for landmarks
located in the upper torso region, primarily on the
aneterior surface (Figure 6). Posture of the shoulder
and upper torso was notably different between
standing and supine postures. Upper torso body
shape also varied between standing and supine
posture as function of the female body shape and
shape deformation for higher BMI participants.

Back#of#the#Torso#(MidSagittal#Centerline,#Posterior)#
SpineC07#

4.8#

21.4#

35.1#

SpineT04#

11.8#

40.4#

70.6#

SpineT08#

8.9#

34.4#

74.2#

SpineT12#

15.2#

25.4#

51.1#

SpineL01#

14.9#

25.4#

54.1#

SpineL02#

16.3#

29.3#

58.7#

SpineL03#

11.3#

26.0#

59.1#

SpineL04#

16.2#

25.9#

50.3#

SpineL05#

21.2#

29.7#

40.1#

Front#of#the#Torso#(Anterior)#
BustPoint_Rt.

19.4#

36.5#

74.5#

FrontA1_Rt#

13.9#

31.0#

79.4#

FrontA2_Rt#

10.0#

36.9#

59.1#

FrontA3_Rt#

20.8#

35.7#

77.8#

FrontA4_Rt#

16.5#

41.3#

82.2#

FrontB1_Rt#

18.8#

34.5#

60.9#

FrontB2_Rt#

20.8#

43.9#

68.2#

FrontB3_Rt#

17.9#

42.4#

85.3#

FrontB4_Rt#

16.9#

29.8#

69.9#

Back#of#the#Torso#(Posterior)#
BackP1_Rt#

5.7#

33.4#

63.9#

BackP2_Rt#

10.1#

17.3#

98.6#

BackP3_Rt#

14.1#

21.2#

36.9#

Lateral#Margin#of#the#Torso#(Sagittal#Plane)#
10th#Rib#

13.9#

33.1#

58.9#

Iliocristale_Rt#

4.2#

28.1#

44.7#

Torso_Rt#

10.2#

32.2#

56.1#

Figure 6: Highlights differences in upper torso shape and
shoulder posture for standing vs. supine conditions for three
representative participants.
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Table 4: Quantiles of distance discrepancy by landmark that
define upper torso/shoulder region and pelvis region for
standing vs. supine posture.

.

Distance.Discrepancy.

Landmark!

5th.%tile! 50th.%tile! 95th.%tile!

Acromion_Rt#

26.2.

50.1.

87.3.

FrontAS_Rt!

13.5.

29.5.

42.2.

SupraSternale!

4.6.

21.6.

31.0.

SubSternale!

16.3.

33.8.

120.6.

FrontS0_Ct!

10.4.

26.1.

348.8.

FrontA0_Rt!

24.9.

37.0.

48.6.

ScapulaLat_Rt!

45.5.

77.2.

84.5.

ScapulaMed_Rt!

24.3.

54.0.

67.6.

AxillaFront_Rt!

16.2.

36.7.

50.2.

AxillaRear_Rt!

40.7.

55.9.

81.2.

200 mm

Upper#Torso#(Shoulder#Region)!

200 mm

Coronal Plane (Front)

Lower#Torso#(Pelvis#Region)!
CenterButtock!

53.2.

89.1.

312.6.

InnerThigh!

14.4.

44.5.

158.3.

ThighLat_Rt!

20.7.

60.0.

150.2.

ThighMed_Rt#

9.4#

49.3#

271.1#

High-resolution data on posture and surface
geometry were obtained for adults with high BMI
by adapting methods used in previous research.
Pairwise Euclidean distance discrepancies were
computed for torso landmarks after a least-squares
alignment.
Discrepancies in landmark locations were localized
across the torso body shape. For example, the
anterior and posterior torso surface shape elongated
along the vertical axis of the torso, and increased in
the lateral margins during the supported supine
posture. Significant differences were also observed
at upper torso and shoulder region. Visualizing the
registered and overlaid body scan data provides
insight into the localized shape deformation. The
extent to which this accuracy is associated with
body shape variability of obese adults, body shape
deformation or postural differences requires further
investigation.
Some methodological challenges arose due to the
large variance in obese and morbidly obese
participants, in comparison with non-obese
participants. Palpating bony landmarks needed for
standard measures is difficult, and appropriate

200 mm

4. Discussion

200 mm

Sagittal Plane (Lateral)
Figure 7: Illustration of the overall mean landmark
movement between the standing and supine postures for
torso landmarks. Extremity landmarks are shown for clarity.
Landmarks of the mean standing posture are shown (red
dots). Black lines indicate the magnitude and direction equal
to the mean difference at each torso landmark.

measurement sites were often hard to determine as
a result of increased skinfolds and soft-tissue
deformation. Comorbidities related to mobility and
joint range of motion are common in this cohort,
challenging their ability to achieve standardized
scan postures. For example, the widely used “Ascan” standing posture cannot be easily achieved by
some individuals with high BMI.
The current study is limited by the small sample
size. A large sample of individuals with a wide
range of body attributes will be needed to establish
statistical models to describe body shape change
from supine to standing as a function of overall
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body characteristics, such as stature, gender, and
BMI. The ability to quantify the posture effects on
body shape will enable geometries of adipose
tissues extracted from medical images that are
acquired in supine positions to be applied to the
external body shape.
This will enable the
development of more realistic computational
surrogates. This research is also revealing
information concerning the variability of obese
body shapes. Data on body shape from a larger
sample will be useful for improving product design
and safety and FE modeling and simulation efforts.
5. Conclusion
The new methods provide high-resolution data on
posture and surface geometry of individuals with a
wide range of body shapes in both standing and
supine postures. The ability to quantify the posture
effects on body shape will enable geometries of
adipose tissues extracted from medical images that
are acquired in supine positions, to be applied to the
external body shape.
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